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Abstract
Very recently, we introduced a set of correlation
consistent effective core potentials (ccECPs) con-
structed within full many-body approaches. By
employing significantly more accurate correlated
approaches we were able to reach a new level of
accuracy for the resulting effective core Hamil-
tonians. We also strived for simplicity of use
and easy transferability into a variety of elec-
tronic structure methods in quantum chemistry
and condensed matter physics. Here, as a refer-
ence for future use, we present exact or nearly-
exact total energy calculations for these ccECPs.
The calculations cover H-Kr elements and are
based on the state-of-the-art configuration inter-
action (CI), coupled-cluster (CC), and quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations with systemat-
ically eliminated/improved errors. In particular,
we carry out full CI/CCSD(T)/CCSDT(Q) cal-
culations with cc-pVnZ with up to n=6 basis sets
and we estimate the complete basis set limits. Us-
ing combinations of these approaches, we achieved
an accuracy of ≈ 1-10 mHa for K-Zn atoms and
≈ 0.1-0.3 mHa for all other elements − within
about 1% or better of the ccECP total correla-
tion energies. We also estimate the correspond-
ing kinetic energies within the feasible limit of
full CI calculations. In order to provide data for
QMC calculations, we include fixed-node diffusion
Monte Carlo energies for each element that give
quantitative insights into the fixed-node biases for
single-reference trial wave functions. The results
offer a clear benchmark for future high accuracy
calculations in a broad variety of correlated wave
function methods such as CI and CC as well is in
stochastic approaches such as real space sampling
QMC.
1 Introduction
Effective core potentials (ECPs) or closely related
pseudopotentials have been used very successfully
in electronic structure calculations for decades.
ECPs represent a class of effective Hamiltonians
that combine significant gains in computational
efficiency with the simplification of describing the
valence electronic properties of matter in perhaps
the tidiest and compact formulation. ECPs ful-
fill these multiple roles very successfully and have
enabled studies that would be otherwise unreach-
able. For example, smoothing out the ionic po-
tentials and core states has been a simple yet sig-
nificant step that enabled broad use of plane wave
basis sets with major impact in condensed matter
physics and in ab initio molecular dynamics. Ad-
ditional advantages and necessities of using ECPs
for very heavy elements have been well-known and
demonstrated over decades.1
Despite ECP’s usefulness, their accuracy has
been improving only gradually and sometimes
lagged behind the progress of methods that treat
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the fundamental challenge of electron-electron
correlations. This lag can be understood by the
complications of new and more accurate construc-
tions that typically required significant time and
effort. We believe that this has been the case
also in recent years where the electron correla-
tion methods have made significant advances rep-
resented, for example, by stochastic configuration
interaction approaches, auxiliary field, and real
space sampling quantum Monte Carlo (QMC),2–4
while employed ECPs were based on more tradi-
tional and older construction schemes.
In order to avoid laborious retesting and reval-
idation of older pseudopotential sets, we have
provided a new generation of correlation con-
sistent effective core potentials/pseudopotentials
(ccECPs) for the first 36 elements of the periodic
table, up to Kr.5–8 The key aims of our effort have
been the construction of ECPs in a full many-
body and scalar relativistic framework, high accu-
racy, and broad use potential. Our construction
has been based on finding the best compromises
in reproducing many-body atomic spectra (i.e,
isospectrality for atomic valence states), molec-
ular binding curves for selected systems, and high
reliability for non-equilibrium molecular geome-
tries. Our very simple, gaussian parametrization
enables straightforward use in majority of codes
with almost any basis set type, both in quantum
chemical and condensed matter physics applica-
tions. We believe that ccECPs offer the com-
munity the opportunity to focus on physics and
chemistry of the given problem rather than on
taxing technicalities of the ECP accuracy or con-
struction limitations. In addition, we have argued
that accurate ccECPs, aside from their use to de-
crease the degrees of freedom and eliminating the
core energy scales, provide another welcome ad-
vantage. In particular, we have shown that sys-
tematic biases from ccECPs for valence properties
are on par or smaller than all-electron calculations
with uncorrelated cores. We achieved this by em-
ploying highly accurate correlated constructions
of ccECPs that took into account also the core-
core and core-valence correlations. Remarkably,
this makes the resulting effective ECP Hamiltoni-
ans more accurate than most ordinary treatments
of cores in all-electron calculations. The ccECPs
and corresponding basis sets up to 6Z has been
tabulated and data is readily available9 and open
to further documented updates.
In this work, we present important reference
data that will be useful for subsequent calcu-
lations, namely exact/nearly-exact ccECP to-
tal energies using sequences of highly accurate
correlated wave function methods. For H-Kr
atoms, we carry out calculations with approaches
that include CI single and double excitations
(CISD), full CI (FCI), coupled cluster (CC) up
to double and triple excitations with perturba-
tive triples (CCSD(T)), as well as limited CC
with explicit triples and perturbative quadru-
ples (CCSDT(Q)). The corresponding basis sets
are systematically increased from cc-pVDZ to cc-
pV6Z until we reach the feasibility limits for the
largest cases. These finite basis results are then
systematically extrapolated to the complete basis
set (CBS) limits.
Once we have established systematic data on
exact/nearly exact total energies our interest in-
cluded presenting insights into recently developed
selected-CI methods where we have opted for the
CIPSI approach.10
Our next goal has been to provide data for the
fixed-node diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) studies.
In particular, we were interested in revealing both
absolute and relative biases that combine fixed-
node and localization errors for single-reference
trial functions that were based on HF and Density
Functional Theory (DFT) orbitals. Further, in
order to get an insight into improvements with
multi-reference wave functions, we also calculated
energies of the transition metal series and a few
other elements with trial functions containing up
to ≈ 1 million determinants.
While in all-electron nonrelativistic calculations
the kinetic energies are straightforward to obtain,
for ECP Hamiltonians the kinetic energies are
genuinely challenging and require explicitly cor-
related wave functions such as high level CI. In
order to shed a light on this important quantity
we also calculate the total kinetic energies using
the CI method with extrapolations.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2
provides general information about ccECPs and
describes the methods used in this work. In sec-
tions 3, 4, and 5 we give the estimated exact ener-
gies for H-Ne, Na-Ar, and K-Kr elements, respec-
2
tively. The next subsection presents CIPSI calcu-
lations. Section 6 provides the data obtained in
fixed-node DMC calculations. Section 7 contains
the kinetic energies for the aforementioned set of
elements. Finally, we close with conclusions and
discussions in section 8.
2 ccECP form and methods
The ccECPs have the following well-established
semi-local form:
V ECPi = Vloc(ri) +
lmax∑
l=0
Vl(ri)
∑
m
|lm〉〈lm|, (1)
where i is the electron index, ri is the electron-
ion distance, and lm represents the spherical har-
monics. Here local potential Vloc(ri) and non-local
potential Vl(ri) are given as follows:
Vloc(r) = −Zeff
r
(1−e−αr2)+αZeffre−βr2+
∑
k
γke
−δkr2 ,
(2)
Vl(r) =
∑
j
βlje
−αljr2 , (3)
where the ranges of k and j sums are typically
between 1 and 4. All greek letters are optimized
parameters and Zeff = Z − Zcore. Detailed infor-
mation on ccECPs with corresponding references
can be found at the website.9
Throughout the paper, we calculate the atomic
energies with various post-HF methods with in-
creasing basis set levels as stated previously. We
also provide CBS limit values which are obtained
separately for HF and correlation energies using
an extrapolation scheme11 as follows:
EHFn = E
HF
CBS + a exp [−bn] (4)
Ecorrn = E
corr
CBS +
α
(n+ 3/8)3
+
β
(n+ 3/8)5
(5)
where n is the basis set cardinal number. The
deviations from the fit are interpreted as standard
deviations, i.e, as statistical quantities.
We carry out calculations at D2h point group
symmetry as well as using state-averaged (SA)
reference states to examine the differences in HF
and correlation energies. State-averaged orbitals
are obtained using the MCSCF method by av-
eraging different wave function symmetries (with
the same spin).12 This procedure provides full
atomic symmetry and equivalent, degenerate or-
bitals expressed with pure spherical harmonics
corresponding to the orbital (s, p, d, ...). Unless
otherwise specified, all energies shown in this pa-
per correspond to the state-averaged energies,
whereas D2h point group calculations are given
in the Supporting Information. For closed-shell
atoms such as Ar, Ca and half-full shell atoms
such as P, Mn the D2h and SA reference states
are equivalent.
Clearly, for elements with only one valence elec-
tron Ecorr ≡ 0 and only single-electron eigenvalues
(denoted as ROHF/RHF) values are given. For
cases with only two valence electrons, only CCSD
is relevant and CISD gives the exact energy for
a given basis set. In such cases, only CISD and
ROHF values are given. Similarly, CCSDT(Q) is
not relevant for systems with the number of elec-
trons less than or equal to 3.
For the exact total energies, we take the most
accurate post-HF method that was feasible for all
basis set sizes. In some cases, the most exten-
sive basis set calculations were not doable and
we estimated the energy for those cardinal num-
bers using an estimate. In particular, we calcu-
lated the ratio of energies obtained from the two
most accurate methods with the largest basis set
possible. Then, the missing energies were esti-
mated by multiplying the less accurate method
by that ratio. This estimator has been partially
verified whenever calculations with all the meth-
ods were feasible. We have found that the afore-
mentioned ratio changes only very mildly with
respect to basis set and gives reasonably con-
sistent estimations. For instance, the ratio of
CCSDT(Q)/UCCSD(T) correlation energies for
Oxygen is 1.0022(2), for Sulfur is 1.0056(5), and
for Selenium is 1.0048(4) with typical uncertainty
given in parenthesis. Usually, FCI energies were
used if the number of valence electrons was 6 6
and CCSDT(Q) quantities were used otherwise.
Another set of results is obtained by the
selected-CI CIPSI10 method using the same basis
sets and ccECPs. It offers insights into the per-
3
formance of this approach for calculations with
ECPs.
For each atom, single-reference fixed-node DMC
(FN-DMC) energies were also calculated. In ad-
dition, for the 3d transition atoms and a few
other elements, large CI expansions were em-
ployed as trial wave functions. All DMC calcula-
tions use timestep extrapolation to eliminate error
in the Green’s function. We choose timesteps as
τ = (0.02, 0.01, 0.005, 0.0025) Ha−1 and linearly
extrapolate to the zero timestep limit. In all cases,
we employ T-moves algorithm13 in DMC which
evaluates the non-local pseudopotential variation-
ally and gives an upper bound to ground state en-
ergy. Throughout the paper, the single-reference
trial wave function multiplied by one-body JeI ,
two-body Jee, and three-body JeeI Jastrow factors
is used unless otherwise specified. Single-reference
determinants are obtained at D2h point group ex-
cept for Ti, V, Co, and Ni atoms where state-
averaged references were used to obtain a proper
single-reference.
The following software packages have been used
throughout this paper: Molpro,14 Mrcc,15
Gamess,16 PySCF,17 Quantum Package,18
QWalk19 and QMCPACK.4
3 Energies of H-Ne elements
As mentioned previously, we carried out calcula-
tions using both D2h point group symmetry or-
bitals and state-averaged orbital references. We
observed that although HF energies and the ob-
tained correlation energies were different in these
two cases, the total energies were the same within
the deviations/errors obtained. This is illustrated
for oxygen and vanadium ccECP atomic energies
in tables 1 and 2, respectively. It should be noted
that for vanadium, the total energies were dif-
ferent in two cases if CCSD(T) was used (the
state-averaged resulted in lower energy). How-
ever, CCSDT(Q) energies resulted in the same
energies within the observed deviations. A sim-
ilar picture was observed for Ni(3F) as described
below. For these reasons, all energies shown in
this paper are state-averaged energies unless oth-
erwise specified.
For the 1st row (period 2), we show ccECP and
Table 1: Comparison of ccECP atomic energies
[Ha] for oxygen obtained with D2h symmetry vs
state-averaged (SA) orbitals. Correlation energies
correspond to CCSDT(Q) calculations.
SA D2h
Corr ROHF Corr ROHF
TZ -0.17636278 -15.68675514 -0.17347298 -15.68964442
QZ -0.18928076 -15.68678152 -0.18628641 -15.68977530
5Z -0.19339178 -15.68678146 -0.19039875 -15.68977400
6Z -0.19529685 -15.68678698 -0.19229138 -15.68979202
CBS -0.19761(20) -15.686787(4) -0.19462(18) -15.68979(2)
Total -15.88439(20) -15.88441(18)
Table 2: Comparison of ccECP atomic energies
[Ha] for vanadium obtained with D2h symmetry
vs state-averaged (SA) orbitals.
SA D2h
Corr ROHF Corr ROHF
DZ -0.44327182 -70.89607856 -0.45243936 -70.88650990
TZ -0.49636927 -70.89610942 -0.50511842 -70.88687052
QZ -0.52093(*) -70.89611611 -0.52972(*) -70.88703541
5Z -0.53130(*) -70.89611819 -0.54013(*) -70.88707243
CBS -0.54566(59) -70.8961185(3) -0.55457(58) -70.88712(3)
Total -71.44178(59) -71.44169(58)
some selected BFD20,21 pseudopotential energies
with [He] core where we use ccECP[core-size] no-
tation throughout the paper. For simplicity, we
include H and He atoms in this section where
these ECPs don’t remove any electrons and are
used for efficiency purposes. Table 3 shows ccECP
energies with various methods and basis sets. In
this row, we use aug-cc-pVnZ basis set with n=3-
6 to extrapolate to CBS limit using equations 4
and 5. cc-pVnZ basis set was used for Ne as an
exception. For each atom, the highest accuracy
method with all basis cardinal numbers filled were
used to calculate the most accurate energies. For
instance, FCI was used in O atom, whereas in F
atom, CCSDT(Q) method was used. We estimate
that the accuracy achieved throughout the 1st row
is in the range of ≈ 0.1 - 0.3 mHa.
Table 4 shows energies for selected BFD atoms
for comparison of correlation energies with our
ccECPs. We find that the correlation energies
in BFD ECPs are typically larger compared to
ccECP by values that for few valence electron
atoms is of the order of 1-3 mHa (≈ 1 % of the
correlation energy). This indirectly points out
that ccECP pseudo-orbitals are marginally closer
4
Table 3: Atomic correlation and total energies [Ha] for the 1st-row elements with ccECPs[He] for
indicated basis sets and methods. Post-HF method values correspond to correlation energies. CBS
denotes basis set extrapolated values. Values with (*) were not feasible to calculate and represent
estimates from the calculated data as described in the text.
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z 6Z CBS
H ROHF -0.49999965 -0.49999965 -0.49999965 -0.49999965 -0.49999965(1)
He
CISD -0.03390801 -0.03946245 -0.04103940 -0.04156934 -0.04177354 -0.042065(23)
RHF -2.86167947 -2.86167947 -2.86167948 -2.86167948 -2.86167948 -2.86167948(1)
Total -2.903745(23)
Li ROHF -0.19685279 -0.19685279 -0.19685279 -0.19685279 -0.19685279(1)
Be
CISD -0.04699395 -0.04781761 -0.04806189 -0.04818173 -0.04824394 -0.04834636(12)
RHF -0.96189258 -0.96189258 -0.96189258 -0.96189259 -0.96189258 -0.96189260(2)
Total -1.01023896(12)
B
CISD -0.06487328 -0.07156133 -0.07303256 -0.07336789 -0.07358930 -0.07372(12)
RCCSD(T) -0.06599169 -0.07329245 -0.07489041 -0.07525660 -0.07550263 -0.07565(13)
UCCSD(T) -0.06600063 -0.07334521 -0.07494551 -0.07530921 -0.07555505 -0.07570(14)
FCI -0.06639834 -0.07381139 -0.07537084 -0.07571678 -0.07595057 -0.07608(13)
ROHF -2.53923039 -2.53923039 -2.53923039 -2.53923045 -2.53923052 -2.5392306(5)
Total -2.61531(13)
C
CISD -0.07858214 -0.09412068 -0.09745958 -0.09827947 -0.09883435 -0.09923(28)
RCCSD(T) -0.08035936 -0.09714670 -0.10075888 -0.10164492 -0.10225077 -0.10268(31)
UCCSD(T) -0.08039730 -0.09728629 -0.10090187 -0.10178787 -0.10239375 -0.10282(31)
CCSDT(Q) -0.08080170 -0.09784220 -0.10141577 -0.10227750 -0.10286749 -0.10327(31)
FCI -0.08081223 -0.09785257 -0.10142580 -0.10228723 -0.10287702 -0.10328(31)
ROHF -5.31424795 -5.31424795 -5.31424795 -5.31424799 -5.31424799 -5.3142480(1)
Total -5.41753(31)
N
CISD -0.09359382 -0.11782215 -0.12363123 -0.12539949 -0.12617272 -0.127077(65)
RCCSD(T) -0.09564583 -0.12165286 -0.12789000 -0.12977963 -0.13061050 -0.131573(76)
UCCSD(T) -0.09570506 -0.12185906 -0.12811222 -0.12999924 -0.13083009 -0.131786(79)
CCSDT(Q) -0.09598629 -0.12230085 -0.12852942 -0.13038605 -0.13120254 -0.132125(84)
FCI -0.09599171 -0.12230706 -0.12853580 -0.13039205 -0.131208(*) -0.132131(85)
ROHF -9.63386641 -9.63386651 -9.63386735 -9.63386820 -9.63386789 -9.6338682(9)
Total -9.765999(85)
O
CISD -0.1263632 -0.1687295 -0.1808646 -0.1848001 -0.1866118 -0.18887(16)
RCCSD(T) -0.1305789 -0.1757666 -0.1886816 -0.1928195 -0.1947417 -0.19709(20)
UCCSD(T) -0.1306644 -0.1759383 -0.1888722 -0.1930115 -0.1949337 -0.19728(20)
CCSDT(Q) -0.1309792 -0.1763628 -0.1892808 -0.1933918 -0.1952968 -0.19761(20)
FCI -0.1309750 -0.1763614 -0.1892800 -0.1933(*) -0.1952(*) -0.19760(20)
ROHF -15.6867449 -15.6867551 -15.6867815 -15.6867815 -15.6867870 -15.686787(4)
Total -15.88439(20)
F
CISD -0.14676956 -0.21409007 -0.23553772 -0.24226739 -0.24595195 -0.25002(91)
RCCSD(T) -0.15018483 -0.22253878 -0.24582057 -0.25305299 -0.25705640 -0.2614(10)
UCCSD(T) -0.15019866 -0.22261665 -0.24592715 -0.25316670 -0.25717430 -0.2615(10)
CCSDT(Q) -0.15036092 -0.22287630 -0.24621842 -0.25345060 -0.2575(*) -0.2618(11)
FCI -0.15037041 -0.22287251
ROHF -23.93570738 -23.93582061 -23.93583615 -23.93584334 -23.93584540 -23.935848(1)
Total -24.1976(11)
Ne
CISD -0.18025458 -0.24989860 -0.29174759 -0.30201083 -0.30627967 -0.30949(91)
RCCSD(T) -0.18462256 -0.25961485 -0.30453033 -0.31557498 -0.32014022 -0.32361(94)
UCCSD(T) -0.18462256 -0.25961472 -0.30453031 -0.31557497 -0.32014021 -0.32361(94)
CCSDT(Q) -0.18480612 -0.25973913 -0.30463859 -0.31566443 -0.3202(*) -0.32368(96)
FCI -0.1848097 -0.2597312
RHF -34.70881857 -34.70881857 -34.70881857 -34.70881857 -34.70881857 -34.70881857(3)
Total -35.03250(96)
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to their all-electron counterparts decreasing thus
the artificial increase in correlation energies that
has been identified some time ago.22
4 Energies of Na-Ar elements
In the 2nd row (period 3), we calculated ccECP
energies for two different core approximations:
[Ne] and [He] cores. The 2nd row energies are
listed for each method and basis in tables 5 and 6
for [Ne] and [He] cores respectively. All extrapo-
lations in the 2nd row used n=3-6 basis cardinal
numbers for CBS limit extrapolations. For [Ne]
core case, we used aug-cc-pVnZ basis set, with Ar
being an exception where a basis set without aug-
mentations was used. We estimate that our total
energies with [Ne] cores are accurate within ≈ 0.1
- 0.2 mHa margins. For [He] core calculations, we
carried out calculations with cc-pVnZ basis sets.
For 2nd row energies with ccECP[He], we estimate
the uncertainty of about 1 mHa for Na and up to
approximately 10 mHa for Ar. Note that the cor-
relation energies in the 2nd row are smaller than
their 1st row isoelectronic counterparts reflecting
less localized and more extended electron densi-
ties in the 2nd row.
5 Energies of K-Kr elements
The considered 3rd row elements (period 4) con-
sists of K-Kr atoms. We use [Ne] core ccECP for
K, Ca, and 3d transition metal (TM) elements
while [[Ar]3d10] core was used for Ga-Kr. Here,
cc-pCVnZ basis sets (with semicore correlating
exponents) were used for the K-Zn elements and
aug-cc-pVnZ were used for Ga-Kr. Extrapola-
tions for TMs were carried out using n=2-5 since
that showed rather systematic data for extrapo-
lations. Meanwhile for K, Ca and Ga-Kr, n=3-6
basis sizes were used. Detailed information about
3rd row accurate energies are given in tables 7,
8, and 9 which provide the data for Sc-Mn, Fe-
Zn and 3rd row main group elements respectively.
In addition, we provide selected STU23 coupled-
cluster pseudopotential energies for comparison in
Table 10.
Achieving a high accuracy in K-Zn elements
proved to be more challenging due to the signifi-
cant growth in both total and correlation energies
as they stem from semicore 3s, 3p states and from
much higher correlations in the 3d−shell. We esti-
mate that the uncertainty for the totals through-
out K-Zn varies between ≈ 1 mHa for the lightest
elements to about 10 mHa for Zn.
For Ga-Kr, we estimate an accuracy of 0.1-0.3
mHa. Note that these atoms are isoelectronic to
2p and 3p elements since d electrons are removed
by the ECP. We observe that the correlation en-
ergies are again systematically smaller when com-
pared to the previous row (3p), suggesting more
spread out densities.
5.1 Correlation energies from
selected-CI method
Here we expand our study by employing an-
other accurate method that is proving very valu-
able for generating trial functions for QMC cal-
culations. To this end, we carried out selected-
CI calculations which utilize CIPSI (Configura-
tion Interaction using a Perturbative Selection
made Iteratively) algorithm10 for some selected
cases. Table 11 shows selected ccECP cases and
their correlation energies with an increasing num-
ber of determinants using this method. Sim-
ilarly, we also carried out selected-CI calcula-
tions for ccECP[Ne] TMs in table 12 which pro-
vides variational energies as well as energies with
second-order perturbation corrections (E+PT2)
from multi-determinant expansions. Correspond-
ing DMC calculations using trial functions with
different numbers of determinants from applying
truncation thresholds are given later, in table 21.
6 Fixed-node DMC calculations
and corresponding bias
It is well-known that the systematic errors in
DMC ECP/pseudopotential calculations corre-
spond to the fixed-node (FN) and localization er-
rors.24 We note the obvious fact that the localiza-
tion error is not present for ECPs with only local
operators such as H and He. Moreover, systems
such as Be with He core (Be[He]) or Mg[Ne] have
no FN errors because the 1S[2s2] state with 2s
pseudo-orbitals is nodeless. Therefore, the errors
6
Table 4: Atomic correlation and total energies [Ha] for selected elements with BFD ECPs. Notations
as in table 3.
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z 6Z CBS
C
CISD -0.08221503 -0.09637638 -0.09940662 -0.10018296 -0.10075855 -0.10119(30)
RCCSD(T) -0.08417998 -0.09953843 -0.10283250 -0.10366771 -0.10429891 -0.10477(34)
UCCSD(T) -0.08422128 -0.09968033 -0.10297932 -0.10381283 -0.10444425 -0.10491(34)
CCSDT(Q) -0.08466512 -0.10025500 -0.10351231 -0.10431828 -0.10493279 -0.10537(34)
FCI -0.08467669 -0.10026580 -0.10352289 -0.10432849 -0.10494277 -0.10538(34)
ROHF -5.32895973 -5.32895973 -5.32895973 -5.32895973 -5.32895974 -5.3289597(1)
Total -5.43434(34)
N
CISD -0.09671731 -0.12005299 -0.12559499 -0.12724555 -0.12802543 -0.12888(13)
RCCSD(T) -0.09894790 -0.12402643 -0.12998438 -0.13174854 -0.13258862 -0.13350(15)
UCCSD(T) -0.09900824 -0.12423526 -0.13020784 -0.13196952 -0.13280967 -0.13371(15)
CCSDT(Q) -0.09930931 -0.12469007 -0.13063388 -0.13236535 -0.13319069 -0.13406(15)
FCI -0.09931577 -0.12469623 -0.13064048 -0.13237147 -0.133197(*) -0.13407(15)
ROHF -9.66837630 -9.66837630 -9.66837630 -9.66837632 -9.66837636 -9.6683764(2)
Total -9.80244(15)
O
CISD -0.1333741 -0.1734360 -0.1848289 -0.1886201 -0.1904063 -0.19268(17)
RCCSD(T) -0.1381435 -0.1809008 -0.1930346 -0.1970242 -0.1989224 -0.20135(22)
UCCSD(T) -0.1382354 -0.1810799 -0.1932322 -0.1972237 -0.1991214 -0.20156(22)
CCSDT(Q) -0.1385764 -0.1815221 -0.1936538 -0.1976157 -0.1994962 -0.20182(21)
FCI -0.1385740 -0.1815198 -0.1936528 -0.1976(*) -0.1994(*) -0.20182(21)
ROHF -15.7054257 -15.7054324 -15.7054611 -15.7054612 -15.7054651 -15.705466(4)
Total -15.90729(21)
Si
CISD -0.06973601 -0.08097778 -0.08331974 -0.08395670 -0.08433717 -0.08467(15)
RCCSD(T) -0.07175392 -0.08468891 -0.08744239 -0.08818864 -0.08862658 -0.08901(16)
UCCSD(T) -0.07178963 -0.08492773 -0.08768571 -0.08843014 -0.08886721 -0.08925(17)
CCSDT(Q) -0.07234953 -0.08582379 -0.08851680 -0.08920484 -0.08961725 -0.08994(17)
FCI -0.07236952 -0.08584660 -0.08854036 -0.08922708 -0.08963906 -0.08996(17)
ROHF -3.67860005 -3.67859994 -3.67860002 -3.67860015 -3.67860026 -3.6786003(3)
Total -3.76856(17)
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Table 5: Atomic correlation and total energies [Ha] for 2nd-row elements with ccECPs[Ne]. Notation
as in table 3.
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z 6Z CBS
Na ROHF -0.18583098 -0.18615968 -0.18620499 -0.18620544 -0.1862059(2)
Mg
CISD -0.03375431 -0.03488593 -0.03495923 -0.03498970 -0.03503476 -0.035077(30)
RHF -0.78825768 -0.78835857 -0.78839186 -0.78839376 -0.78839489 -0.788396(3)
Total -0.823473(30)
Al
CISD -0.05266598 -0.05657464 -0.05754613 -0.05785277 -0.05799045 -0.058158(11)
RCCSD(T) -0.05379510 -0.05822615 -0.05932258 -0.05967092 -0.05982655 -0.060018(12)
UCCSD(T) -0.05381025 -0.05829684 -0.05939321 -0.05974132 -0.05989633 -0.060087(11)
FCI -0.05426781 -0.05882587 -0.05986847 -0.06019660 -0.06033957 -0.0605153(82)
ROHF -1.87700762 -1.87700762 -1.87700762 -1.87700763 -1.87700764 -1.8770076(4)
Total -1.9375230(82)
Si
CISD -0.07150678 -0.08069788 -0.08289393 -0.08364535 -0.08392281 -0.084338(48)
RCCSD(T) -0.07361325 -0.08438514 -0.08696645 -0.08784026 -0.08816394 -0.088641(52)
UCCSD(T) -0.07365151 -0.08462369 -0.08720748 -0.08808063 -0.08840297 -0.088878(53)
CCSDT(Q) -0.07422777 -0.08551343 -0.08801955 -0.08884899 -0.08914322 -0.089575(57)
FCI -0.07424762 -0.08553587 -0.08804238 -0.08887095 -0.08916469 -0.089595(57)
ROHF -3.67247773 -3.67247773 -3.67247773 -3.67247774 -3.67247776 -3.6724778(1)
Total -3.762073(57)
P
CISD -0.0872674 -0.1041457 -0.1081973 -0.1095219 -0.1100142 -0.110706(64)
RCCSD(T) -0.0899578 -0.1098976 -0.1147390 -0.1162992 -0.1168722 -0.117667(76)
UCCSD(T) -0.0900033 -0.1102977 -0.1151428 -0.1167031 -0.1172737 -0.118066(78)
CCSDT(Q) -0.0905108 -0.1113014 -0.1160981 -0.1175918 -0.1181241 -0.118837(74)
FCI -0.0905450 -0.1113280 -0.1161277 -0.1176(*) -0.1181(*) -0.118867(74)
ROHF -6.3409664 -6.3409664 -6.3409664 -6.3409664 -6.3409664 -6.3409664(1)
Total -6.459833(74)
S
CISD -0.11573448 -0.14989015 -0.15937908 -0.16235815 -0.16349147 -0.164977(84)
RCCSD(T) -0.12132342 -0.16074490 -0.17165174 -0.17508365 -0.17636499 -0.17807(12)
UCCSD(T) -0.12139641 -0.16100792 -0.17196728 -0.17540478 -0.17668674 -0.17838(12)
CCSDT(Q) -0.12200559 -0.16200899 -0.17299950 -0.17637533 -0.17761235 -0.17921(12)
FCI -0.12203637 -0.16204172 -0.17303666 -0.17641(*) -0.17765(*) -0.17925(12)
ROHF -9.91821904 -9.91821904 -9.91821904 -9.91821905 -9.91821913 -9.9182192(2)
Total -10.09747(12)
Cl
CISD -0.14344470 -0.19210223 -0.20806827 -0.21302791 -0.21493425 -0.21738(11)
RCCSD(T) -0.15096047 -0.20727126 -0.22552938 -0.23121346 -0.23335316 -0.23614(17)
UCCSD(T) -0.15102002 -0.20742042 -0.22573339 -0.23142436 -0.23356478 -0.23634(17)
CCSDT(Q) -0.15158951 -0.20834100 -0.22672192 -0.23236924 -0.23451(*) -0.23724(17)
FCI -0.15161123 -0.20837119
ROHF -14.68946978 -14.68946978 -14.68946978 -14.68946981 -14.68946985 -14.6894699(2)
Total -14.92671(17)
Ar
CISD -0.14172846 -0.22523355 -0.25200143 -0.26029839 -0.26354799 -0.26766(11)
RCCSD(T) -0.14635485 -0.24208710 -0.27329000 -0.28294884 -0.28664854 -0.29138(21)
UCCSD(T) -0.14635487 -0.24208709 -0.27329003 -0.28294886 -0.28664854 -0.29138(21)
CCSDT(Q) -0.14660047 -0.24266875 -0.27404277 -0.28371164 -0.28736669 -0.29204(24)
FCI -0.14661423 -0.24268224
RHF -20.77966277 -20.77966277 -20.77966277 -20.77966277 -20.77966277 -20.77966277(1)
Total -21.07170(24)
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Table 6: Atomic correlation and total energies [Ha] for 2nd-row elements with ccECPs[He]. Notation
same as in table 3.
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z 6Z CBS
Na
CISD -0.18031248 -0.27172919 -0.29544389 -0.30406634 -0.30788932 -0.313410(61)
RCCSD(T) -0.18344571 -0.28002589 -0.30494689 -0.31397705 -0.31797296 -0.323729(64)
UCCSD(T) -0.18344870 -0.28003157 -0.30495305 -0.31398332 -0.31797928 -0.323736(64)
CCSDT(Q) -0.18353692 -0.28010235 -0.3050(*) -0.3141(*) -0.3181(*) -0.323818(64)
ROHF -47.35715946 -47.35715947 -47.35715947 -47.35715948 -47.35715948 -47.3571595(1)
Total -47.680977(64)
Mg
CISD -0.19418640 -0.29280864 -0.32236519 -0.33189329 -0.33599570 -0.34124(12)
RCCSD(T) -0.20421196 -0.30991836 -0.34168720 -0.35180972 -0.35613221 -0.36159(13)
UCCSD(T) -0.20421197 -0.30991843 -0.34168729 -0.35180982 -0.35613232 -0.36159(13)
CCSDT(Q) -0.20425786 -0.31002264 -0.3418(*) -0.3519(*) -0.3563(*) -0.36171(13)
RHF -62.92742515 -62.92742515 -62.92742515 -62.92742519 -62.92742527 -62.9274253(1)
Total -63.28914(13)
Al
CISD -0.22008096 -0.31527313 -0.34539432 -0.35648217 -0.36115369 -0.36818(35)
RCCSD(T) -0.23232609 -0.33529227 -0.36764194 -0.37945835 -0.38441472 -0.39183(37)
UCCSD(T) -0.23233690 -0.33536902 -0.36773002 -0.37954815 -0.38450517 -0.39192(37)
CCSDT(Q) -0.23275504 -0.33590005 -0.3683(*) -0.3801(*) -0.3851(*) -0.39255(37)
ROHF -80.99324173 -80.99324173 -80.99324173 -80.99324176 -80.99324189 -80.9932419(2)
Total -81.38579(37)
Si
CISD -0.23809060 -0.34177420 -0.37385660 -0.38526110 -0.39032540 -0.3974645(68)
RCCSD(T) -0.25075060 -0.36418410 -0.39885690 -0.41105690 -0.41644400 -0.4239794(44)
UCCSD(T) -0.25076940 -0.36440720 -0.39910110 -0.41130220 -0.41668900 -0.4242204(35)
CCSDT(Q) -0.25125250 -0.3652(?) -0.4000(*) -0.4122(*) -0.4176(*) -0.4251799(35)
ROHF -101.62607950 -101.62607950 -101.62607960 -101.62607960 -101.62607980 -101.6260798(2)
Total -102.0512597(35)
P
CISD -0.25438320 -0.36906430 -0.40346120 -0.41579520 -0.42137580 -0.429233(66)
RCCSD(T) -0.26603610 -0.39253220 -0.42999390 -0.44325100 -0.44920350 -0.457505(72)
UCCSD(T) -0.26605170 -0.39287440 -0.43035780 -0.44361200 -0.44956270 -0.457855(74)
CCSDT(Q) -0.26642750 -0.39375910 -0.4313(*) -0.4446(*) -0.4506(*) -0.458886(74)
ROHF -125.25870590 -125.25870590 -125.25870590 -125.25870650 -125.25870610 -125.2587067(5)
Total -125.717593(74)
S
CISD -0.27987850 -0.41436190 -0.45458840 -0.46902530 -0.47543360 -0.484560(47)
RCCSD(T) -0.29368230 -0.44428650 -0.48888930 -0.50462410 -0.51150110 -0.521202(86)
UCCSD(T) -0.29372660 -0.44452790 -0.48918490 -0.50493080 -0.51180940 -0.521509(87)
CCSDT(Q) -0.29413620 -0.44538630 -0.4901(*) -0.5059(*) -0.5128(*) -0.522516(87)
ROHF -151.91681400 -151.91681400 -151.91681400 -151.91681450 -151.91681440 -151.9168146(5)
Total -152.439331(87)
Cl
CISD -0.30583580 -0.45850300 -0.50548140 -0.52211700 -0.52974200 -0.54027(24)
RCCSD(T) -0.32062450 -0.49265100 -0.54526210 -0.56354010 -0.57176960 -0.58301(21)
UCCSD(T) -0.32066150 -0.49279360 -0.54545590 -0.56374600 -0.57197760 -0.58321(21)
CCSDT(Q) -0.32102820 -0.49354960 -0.5463(*) -0.5646(*) -0.57286(*) -0.58411(21)
ROHF -181.61300870 -181.61300870 -181.61300870 -181.61300930 -181.61300960 -181.6130097(6)
Total -182.19712(21)
Ar
CISD -0.32912590 -0.49835110 -0.55271810 -0.57201710 -0.58081500 -0.59302(22)
RCCSD(T) -0.34385170 -0.53462090 -0.59566460 -0.61694430 -0.62647450 -0.63957(18)
UCCSD(T) -0.34385170 -0.53462090 -0.59566460 -0.61694430 -0.62647450 -0.63957(18)
CCSDT(Q) -0.34415340 -0.53516500 -0.5963(*) -0.6176(*) -0.6271(*) -0.64022(18)
RHF -214.89215980 -214.89215980 -214.89215990 -214.89216040 -214.89216110 -214.8921612(8)
Total -215.53238(18)
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Table 7: Atomic correlation and total energies [Ha] for Sc-Mn with ccECPs[Ne]. Notation as in table 3.
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z CBS
Sc(2D)
CISD -0.32941404 -0.36328125 -0.37550997 -0.38166591 -0.38834(77)
RCCSD(T) -0.36785022 -0.40690712 -0.42073880 -0.42759337 -0.43505(81)
UCCSD(T) -0.36799510 -0.40708064 -0.42091692 -0.42777322 -0.43523(81)
CCSDT(Q) -0.36945952 -0.40857489 -0.42246(*) -0.42934(*) -0.43684(81)
ROHF -46.12000036 -46.12018898 -46.12019471 -46.12019488 -46.120198(5)
Total -46.55704(81)
Ti(3F)
CISD -0.35905310 -0.40055231 -0.41647131 -0.42420355 -0.43307(68)
RCCSD(T) -0.39968372 -0.44707403 -0.46501841 -0.47370319 -0.48363(76)
UCCSD(T) -0.39989737 -0.44733296 -0.46528913 -0.47398132 -0.48392(77)
CCSDT(Q) -0.40136726 -0.44879873 -0.46681(*) -0.47553(*) -0.48552(77)
ROHF -57.60683700 -57.60710069 -57.60711040 -57.60711048 -57.607112(2)
Total -58.09263(76)
V(4F)
CISD -0.39802486 -0.44442781 -0.46572515 -0.47478335 -0.48721(44)
RCCSD(T) -0.44158688 -0.49458744 -0.51906790 -0.52939542 -0.54369(59)
UCCSD(T) -0.44189227 -0.49495757 -0.51945809 -0.52979347 -0.54410(59)
CCSDT(Q) -0.44327182 -0.49636927 -0.52093(*) -0.53130(*) -0.54566(59)
ROHF -70.89607856 -70.89610942 -70.89611611 -70.89611819 -70.8961185(3)
Total -71.44178(59)
Cr(7S)
CISD -0.42723842 -0.48776726 -0.51425496 -0.52577647 -0.54103(24)
RCCSD(T) -0.46229170 -0.53117291 -0.56131191 -0.57436463 -0.59170(32)
UCCSD(T) -0.46257604 -0.53151639 -0.56168036 -0.57474085 -0.59209(33)
CCSDT(Q) -0.46308970 -0.53189219 -0.56207(*) -0.57514(*) -0.59253(33)
ROHF -86.04808378 -86.04855303 -86.04855377 -86.04855525 -86.04856(1)
Total -86.64109(33)
Mn(6S)
CISD -0.45739160 -0.52211950 -0.55220820 -0.56478930 -0.58237(83)
RCCSD(T) -0.50448550 -0.57797110 -0.61213300 -0.62632670 -0.6463(10)
UCCSD(T) -0.50494720 -0.57849220 -0.61267260 -0.62687220 -0.6468(10)
CCSDT(Q) -0.50566570 -0.57909260 -0.61330(*) -0.62752(*) -0.6475(10)
ROHF -103.24413800 -103.24433280 -103.24433410 -103.24434260 -103.244343(6)
Total -103.8919(10)
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Table 8: Atomic correlation and total energies [Ha] for Fe-Zn with ccECPs[Ne]. Notation as in table 3.
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z CBS
Fe(5D)
CISD -0.51385260 -0.59197500 -0.62912930 -0.64522640 -0.66723(65)
RCCSD(T) -0.56944930 -0.65824690 -0.70090700 -0.71921440 -0.74452(91)
UCCSD(T) -0.56995060 -0.65880940 -0.70150260 -0.71982460 -0.74515(91)
CCSDT(Q) -0.57068960 -0.65936460 -0.70209(*) -0.72043(*) -0.74581(93)
ROHF -122.64163710 -122.64222080 -122.64222460 -122.64222560 -122.64224(2)
Total -123.38804(93)
Co(4F)
CISD -0.55836470 -0.64994130 -0.69456580 -0.71410350 -0.74078(70)
RCCSD(T) -0.61787120 -0.72166100 -0.77297190 -0.79526340 -0.8260(10)
UCCSD(T) -0.61824090 -0.72210300 -0.77344920 -0.79575850 -0.8266(10)
CCSDT(Q) -0.61864030 -0.72228240 -0.77364(*) -0.79595(*) -0.8268(10)
ROHF -144.32685010 -144.32733070 -144.32733660 -144.32733700 -144.327341(9)
Total -145.1541(10)
Ni(3F)
CISD -0.60961380 -0.71424960 -0.76650500 -0.78944410 -0.82094(87)
RCCSD(T) -0.67457760 -0.79286040 -0.85307650 -0.87938370 -0.9159(12)
UCCSD(T) -0.67480640 -0.79315160 -0.85339700 -0.87971620 -0.9162(12)
CCSDT(Q) -0.67476980 -0.79285190 -0.85307(*) -0.87938(*) -0.9159(12)
ROHF -168.47507420 -168.47526700 -168.47526980 -168.47527020 -168.475273(4)
Total -169.3912(12)
Ni(3D)
CISD -0.64836710 -0.75936640 -0.81512180 -0.83956350 -0.87322(98)
RCCSD(T) -0.71769000 -0.84350270 -0.90867090 -0.93734880 -0.9771(12)
UCCSD(T) -0.71783030 -0.84367650 -0.90886640 -0.93755440 -0.9773(12)
CCSDT(Q) -0.71753300 -0.84275760 -0.90787(*) -0.93653(*) -0.9763(12)
ROHF -168.41663140 -168.41694170 -168.41694830 -168.41694980 -168.416952(6)
Total -169.3932(12)
Cu(2S)
CISD -0.69989560 -0.82476070 -0.88827850 -0.91649080 -0.95506(89)
RCCSD(T) -0.77384020 -0.91598910 -0.99003010 -1.02313740 -1.06846(99)
UCCSD(T) -0.77392800 -0.91609630 -0.99014650 -1.02325620 -1.06859(99)
CCSDT(Q) -0.77288240 -0.91414010 -0.98803(*) -1.02107(*) -1.0664(10)
ROHF -195.33582660 -195.33736990 -195.33739890 -195.33740080 -195.337402(3)
Total -196.4038(10)
Zn(1S)
CISD -0.71390720 -0.84252590 -0.91123000 -0.94133550 -0.9836(15)
RCCSD(T) -0.78928860 -0.93390680 -1.01287100 -1.04758780 -1.0964(18)
UCCSD(T) -0.78928840 -0.93390710 -1.01287100 -1.04758780 -1.0964(18)
CCSDT(Q) -0.78815880 -0.93257(*) -1.01142(*) -1.04608(*) -1.0949(18)
RHF -225.27504600 -225.27506190 -225.27506490 -225.27506500 -225.2750654(6)
Total -226.3699(18)
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Table 9: Atomic correlation and total energies [Ha] for the 3rd-row main group with ccECPs. Notation
as in table 3.
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z 6Z CBS
K
CISD -0.17702362 -0.25025818 -0.27680275 -0.28486555 -0.28829755 -0.29235(21)
RCCSD(T) -0.18450036 -0.26859548 -0.29941325 -0.30862333 -0.31247228 -0.31694(21)
UCCSD(T) -0.18450996 -0.26860642 -0.29942606 -0.30863645 -0.31248545 -0.31695(21)
CCSDT(Q) -0.18489132 -0.26921595 -0.30016619 -0.30939(*) -0.31325(*) -0.31772(22)
ROHF -27.93462232 -27.93462232 -27.93462245 -27.93462245 -27.93462530 -27.934626(4)
Total -28.25235(22)
Ca
CISD -0.22929612 -0.29416623 -0.32310943 -0.33133840 -0.33484191 -0.33854(38)
RCCSD(T) -0.25051655 -0.32692010 -0.36059895 -0.37009280 -0.37412840 -0.37833(46)
UCCSD(T) -0.25051659 -0.32692014 -0.36059897 -0.37009283 -0.37412851 -0.37833(46)
CCSDT(Q) -0.25129831 -0.32773983 -0.36145323 -0.37096(*) -0.37501(*) -0.37924(46)
RHF -36.34973416 -36.34973414 -36.34973418 -36.34973433 -36.34973523 -36.349736(2)
Total -36.72897(46)
Ga
CISD -0.04721657 -0.05204881 -0.05334383 -0.05373906 -0.05388443 -0.054070(13)
RCCSD(T) -0.04802291 -0.05328084 -0.05468337 -0.05511537 -0.05527408 -0.055480(15)
UCCSD(T) -0.04803310 -0.05333764 -0.05474019 -0.05517174 -0.05533016 -0.055535(15)
FCI -0.04832843 -0.05367889 -0.05504512 -0.05545554 -0.05560451 -0.055791(13)
ROHF -1.98412429 -1.98412425 -1.98412427 -1.98412431 -1.98412435 -1.9841244(2)
Total -2.039915(13)
Ge
CISD -0.06192765 -0.07159052 -0.07444651 -0.07514909 -0.07546205 -0.075697(82)
RCCSD(T) -0.06345073 -0.07438139 -0.07758408 -0.07837227 -0.07871955 -0.078981(88)
UCCSD(T) -0.06347933 -0.07456887 -0.07777267 -0.07855857 -0.07890468 -0.079163(89)
CCSDT(Q) -0.06386528 -0.07518215 -0.07832601 -0.07906773 -0.07939291 -0.079608(93)
FCI -0.06387817 -0.07519494 -0.07833928 -0.07908014 -0.07940490 -0.079619(94)
ROHF -3.66482420 -3.66482408 -3.66482412 -3.66482426 -3.66482436 -3.6648245(3)
Total -3.744443(94)
As
CISD -0.07039641 -0.08714420 -0.09165502 -0.09303262 -0.09360150 -0.094288(16)
RCCSD(T) -0.07212776 -0.09120004 -0.09632986 -0.09787671 -0.09850951 -0.099262(18)
UCCSD(T) -0.07215698 -0.09150397 -0.09663415 -0.09817850 -0.09880856 -0.099556(17)
CCSDT(Q) -0.07246222 -0.09216830 -0.09725624 -0.09874078 -0.09933940 -0.100017(24)
FCI -0.07248341 -0.09218100 -0.09727123 -0.09875(*) -0.09935(*) -0.100032(24)
ROHF -6.06587734 -6.06587663 -6.06587765 -6.06587778 -6.06587820 -6.0658782(4)
Total -6.165911(24)
Se
CISD -0.09384530 -0.12606639 -0.13651429 -0.13953058 -0.14076645 -0.142131(79)
RCCSD(T) -0.09800015 -0.13409237 -0.14577687 -0.14911247 -0.15046493 -0.151934(85)
UCCSD(T) -0.09806646 -0.13429791 -0.14603040 -0.14936820 -0.15071940 -0.152179(87)
CCSDT(Q) -0.09852407 -0.13501159 -0.14677118 -0.15004249 -0.15135002 -0.152709(93)
FCI -0.09854509 -0.13502983 -0.14679328 -0.15006(*) -0.15137(*) -0.152731(93)
ROHF -9.14758103 -9.14761968 -9.14762395 -9.14763353 -9.14763620 -9.14764(2)
Total -9.300373(95)
Br
CISD -0.11114459 -0.15568329 -0.17487123 -0.17998183 -0.18203497 -0.18397(23)
RCCSD(T) -0.11646859 -0.16645788 -0.18792038 -0.19358220 -0.19582847 -0.19791(25)
UCCSD(T) -0.11651773 -0.16655839 -0.18807691 -0.19374303 -0.19598914 -0.19806(25)
CCSDT(Q) -0.11694920 -0.16719402 -0.18879592 -0.19441073 -0.19666(*) -0.19867(30)
FCI -0.11696191 -0.16720976
ROHF -13.11960933 -13.11961798 -13.11961590 -13.11961959 -13.11962121 -13.119624(7)
Total -13.31830(30)
Kr
CISD -0.13816713 -0.18591690 -0.21246190 -0.21982064 -0.22280036 -0.22586(26)
RCCSD(T) -0.14505536 -0.19969369 -0.22916475 -0.23733449 -0.24060491 -0.24398(25)
UCCSD(T) -0.14505533 -0.19969370 -0.22916475 -0.23733449 -0.24060491 -0.24398(25)
CCSDT(Q) -0.14545281 -0.20023839 -0.22975824 -0.23790612 -0.24118(*) -0.24453(27)
FCI -0.14546095
RHF -18.22805984 -18.22806066 -18.22806022 -18.22806208 -18.22806315 -18.228065(5)
Total -18.47259(27)
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Table 10: Atomic correlation and total energies [Ha] of selected 3d elements with STU[Ne] ECPs.
Notation as in table 3.
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z CBS
Fe(5D)
CISD -0.51196650 -0.59062340 -0.62766200 -0.64358270 -0.66542(72)
RCCSD(T) -0.56673780 -0.65613340 -0.69860890 -0.71668180 -0.7418(10)
UCCSD(T) -0.56724000 -0.65669300 -0.69920140 -0.71728840 -0.7424(10)
CCSDT(Q) -0.56795710 -0.65722780 -0.6998(*) -0.7179(*) -0.7430(10)
ROHF -123.11450550 -123.11450600 -123.11450580 -123.11451060 -123.114511(6)
Total -123.8575(10)
Co(4F)
CISD -0.55877960 -0.65100400 -0.69536980 -0.71468990 -0.74108(74)
RCCSD(T) -0.61777960 -0.72233490 -0.77330890 -0.79531920 -0.8257(10)
UCCSD(T) -0.61815010 -0.72277850 -0.77378680 -0.79581460 -0.8263(10)
CCSDT(Q) -0.61853800 -0.72294300 -0.7740(*) -0.7960(*) -0.8265(11)
ROHF -144.94034480 -144.94034540 -144.94034500 -144.94035220 -144.940354(7)
Total -145.7668(11)
Ni(3F)
CISD -0.60753650 -0.71275200 -0.76439480 -0.78709490 -0.81806(77)
RCCSD(T) -0.67169070 -0.79042850 -0.84979090 -0.87572660 -0.9115(11)
UCCSD(T) -0.67192120 -0.79072150 -0.85010960 -0.87605870 -0.9118(11)
CCSDT(Q) -0.67190840 -0.79043790 -0.8498(*) -0.8757(*) -0.9115(11)
ROHF -169.94198680 -169.94198730 -169.94198690 -169.94199360 -169.941995(8)
Total -170.8535(11)
in these cases correspond to the localization error
only. For instance, for Be[He], we find the local-
ization error to be 1.3(2) mHa. Similarly, for PBE
orbital nodes, we find the error to be 1.7(3) mHa.
We can also observe that the quality of the ba-
sis set used in DMC calculations does not signifi-
cantly affect the energy of single reference atomic
systems. This is because for atoms, the nodes
of the HF or single determinant wave functions
are essentially fully captured by accurately con-
tracted basis set at the DZ level. We illustrate
this fact in table 13 for selected atoms from dif-
ferent rows, with and without T-moves, where we
see that the energies agree within the error bars.
We also want to note that this does not apply to
molecular systems where TZ level is needed and
importance of higher angular momenta orbitals is
more pronounced.
Most accurate total energies for ccECP[He] 1st-
row elements along with fixed-node DMC energies
with single-reference HF trial wave functions is
given in table 14. Similarly, these data for 2nd
row is given tables 15 and 16 for [Ne] and [He]
cores respectively. Note that the locality error
in Mg[Ne] is an order of magnitude smaller than
Be[He] since there is only very mild effect from
s2 → p2 configuration mixing in the 2nd row.
The fixed-node DMC atomic energies for the K-
Zn ccECP[Ne] and Ga-Kr ccECP[[Ar]3d10] pseu-
doatoms are given in tables 17 and 18. Note that
for Ni, we provide two energies corresponding to
different states of [Ar]3d84s2 (3F ) and [Ar]3d94s1
(3D). Ni atom is a special case since it displays
the so-called s↔ d instability and the mentioned
states are energetically very close according to the
experiments.25,26 We find that these energies are
degenerate within the obtained errors, although
we observe that the 3D state has somewhat lower
fixed-node bias.
Table 19 shows selected DMC energies for vari-
ous single-reference nodes based on orbitals from
HF, PBE, and PBE0 calculations. It also tab-
ulates DMC energies using multi-determinant
expansions truncated at 10−8 threshold1 with
(sCI(8)J) and without Jastrow factors (sCI(8)).
We see a good agreement between ”sCI(8)J” and
previously tabulated (table 3) correlation ener-
gies, especially for B and C atoms where the en-
ergies are essentially the same.
A DMC calculation of Fe atom is also shown for
STU ECP in table 20. We find that for Fe atom,
1See reference18 for details of this truncation threshold.
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Table 11: Selected ccECP[He] correlation energies
[Ha] from selected-CI (CIPSI) method.
Atom Basis # Dets Corr. Energy
QZ 1714 -0.07504964
3214 -0.07514184
B 5628 -0.07515945
5Z 2578 -0.07539506
5138 -0.07554463
9696 -0.07558846
QZ 6463 -0.10074050
13636 -0.10092427
C 27139 -0.10096552
5Z 16028 -0.10184902
34543 -0.10198856
70384 -0.10202771
QZ 64881 -0.12758307
148521 -0.12780090
N 308137 -0.12785924
5Z 131957 -0.12959808
312200 -0.12979673
688544 -0.12986038
QZ 74704 -0.18411219
200813 -0.18456574
O 455639 -0.18461709
5Z 300936 -0.18910706
809834 -0.18934903
1864624 -0.18937439
Table 12: Transition metal atoms ccECP[Ne] to-
tal energies [Ha] using CIPSI method. cc-pCVQZ
basis set without h functions was used. Determi-
nants are given in millions (M). Natural orbitals
were obtained from a wave function with approx-
imately 0.15M determinants.
Atom # Dets(M) E(Variational) E+PT2
Sc(2D)
0.28 -46.52014938 -46.53496469
1.03 -46.52603096 -46.53483770
4.11 -46.52986709 -46.53475117
Ti(3F)
0.12 -58.03295957 -58.06347742
0.51 -58.04482977 -58.06336651
2.38 -58.05267212 -58.06319320
V(4F)
0.09 -71.35079260 -71.39666941
0.38 -71.36911296 -71.39863887
1.96 -71.38282921 -71.40112340
Cr(7S)
0.11 -86.54572850 -86.59312840
0.55 -86.56552838 -86.59188852
3.59 -86.57703357 -86.59154867
Mn(6S)
0.15 -103.75114683 -103.84014855
0.64 -103.78416151 -103.83722059
3.15 -103.80379565 -103.83794337
Fe(5D)
0.15 -123.25398200 -123.31791337
0.80 -123.27957505 -123.31957722
5.52 -123.29635557 -123.31979931
Co(4F)
0.18 -145.00085764 -145.06979414
0.91 -145.02672886 -145.07174210
6.11 -145.04447415 -145.07223050
Ni(3F)
0.13 -169.20259118 -169.28369714
0.54 -169.23066204 -169.28809650
2.88 -169.25254776 -169.29256526
Cu(2S)
0.21 -196.21649194 -196.28741767
1.00 -196.23676320 -196.28659911
5.36 -196.25356865 -196.28606411
Zn(1S)
0.21 -226.17497021 -226.24479408
0.66 -226.19040192 -226.24552355
2.28 -226.20447811 -226.24564665
Table 13: Selected ccECP pseudopotential single-
reference fixed-node DMC energies [Ha] probing
for impact of basis and T-moves. Note that
the energies of an atom at different basis sets
agree within the error bars. Extrapolated with
τ = (0.02, 0.01, 0.005, 0.0025) Ha−1 time steps.
Atom T-Moves DZ TZ QZ 5Z
O Yes -15.8697(2) -15.8696(2) -15.8693(2) -15.8693(2)
O No -15.8720(3) -15.8719(4) -15.8727(3) -15.8728(4)
Si Yes -3.7601(1) -3.7601(1) -3.7602(1) 3.7600(1)
Si No -3.7602(1) -3.7604(1) -3.7605(1) -3.7601(1)
Co Yes -145.0711(3) -145.0708(3) -145.0711(3) -145.0706(3)
Co No -145.0755(3) -145.0751(3) -145.0753(4) -145.0748(4)
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Table 14: Most accurate total energies for
ccECP[He] 1st-row elements along with fixed-
node DMC energies with single-reference HF
trial wave functions based on data from τ =
(0.02, 0.01, 0.005, 0.0025) Ha−1 time step extrap-
olation. Here, η = (100)/|Ecorr| where  rep-
resents the total DMC error, namely, combined
fixed-node and localization biases.
Atom ”Exact” (Ha) DMC/HF(Ha) (mHa) η
H -0.49999965(1)
He -2.903745(23) -2.903728(1) 0.02(2) 0.04(5)
Li -0.19685279(1)
Be -1.01023896(12) -1.0089(2) 1.3(2) 2.8(4)
B -2.61531(13) -2.6061(1) 9.2(2) 12.1(2)
C -5.41753(31) -5.4052(2) 12.3(4) 11.9(4)
N -9.765999(85) -9.7551(2) 10.9(2) 8.2(2)
O -15.88439(20) -15.8696(2) 14.8(3) 7.5(1)
F -24.1976(11) -24.1820(2) 16(1) 6.0(4)
Ne -35.03250(96) -35.0210(2) 11(1) 3.6(3)
Table 15: Most accurate total energies for
ccECP[Ne] 2nd-row elements along with fixed-
node DMC energies with single-reference HF trial
wave functions. Notations as in table 14.
Atom ”Exact”(Ha) DMC/HF(Ha) (mHa) η
Na -0.186206(1)
Mg -0.823473(30) -0.8234(1) 0.1(1) 0.2(3)
Al -1.9375235(79) -1.9366(1) 0.9(1) 1.5(2)
Si -3.762073(57) -3.7601(1) 2.0(1) 2.2(1)
P -6.459803(74) -6.4577(1) 2.1(1) 1.8(1)
S -10.09742(13) -10.0920(2) 5.4(2) 3.0(1)
Cl -14.92670(18) -14.9188(2) 7.9(3) 3.3(1)
Ar -21.07170(24) -21.0632(2) 8.5(3) 2.9(1)
Table 16: Most accurate total energies for
ccECP[He] 2nd-row elements along with fixed-
node DMC energies with single-reference HF trial
wave functions. Notations as in table 14.
Atom ”Exact”(Ha) DMC/HF(Ha) (mHa) η
Na -47.680977(64) -47.6668(2) 14.2(2) 4.38(6)
Mg -63.28914(13) -63.2713(4) 17.8(4) 4.9(1)
Al -81.38579(37) -81.3621(5) 23.7(6) 6.0(2)
Si -102.0512597(35) -102.0230(4) 28.3(4) 6.65(9)
P -125.717593(74) -125.6836(5) 34.0(5) 7.4(1)
S -152.439331(87) -152.3982(4) 41.1(4) 7.87(8)
Cl -182.19712(21) -182.1476(5) 49.5(5) 8.48(9)
Ar -215.53238(18) -215.4738(5) 58.6(5) 9.15(8)
Table 17: Most accurate total energies for
ccECP[Ne] K-Zn elements along with fixed-node
DMC energies with single-reference HF trial wave
functions. Notations as in table 14.
Atom State ”Exact”(Ha) DMC/HF(Ha) (mHa) η
K (2S) -28.25243(25) -28.2394(2) 13.0(3) 4.1(1)
Ca (1S) -36.72897(46) -36.7055(2) 23.5(5) 6.2(1)
Sc (2D) -46.55704(81) -46.5202(4) 36.8(9) 8.4(2)
Ti (3F) -58.09263(76) -58.0458(2) 46.8(8) 9.6(2)
V (4F) -71.44178(59) -71.3829(2) 58.9(6) 10.8(1)
Cr (7S) -86.64109(33) -86.5876(2) 53.5(4) 9.03(7)
Mn (6S) -103.8919(10) -103.8260(3) 66(1) 10.2(2)
Fe (5D) -123.38804(93) -123.3100(3) 78(1) 10.5(1)
Co (4F) -145.1541(10) -145.0709(3) 83(1) 10.1(1)
Ni (3F) -169.3912(12) -169.2973(6) 94(1) 10.3(1)
Ni (3D) -169.3932(12) -169.3056(6) 88(1) 9.0(1)
Cu (2S) -196.4038(10) -196.3178(3) 86(1) 8.1(1)
Zn (1S) -226.3699(18) -226.2775(4) 92(2) 8.4(2)
Table 18: Most accurate total energies for
ccECP[[Ar]3d10] Ga-Kr elements along with fixed-
node DMC energies with single-reference HF trial
wave functions. Notations as in table 14.
Atom ”Exact”(Ha) DMC/HF(Ha) (mHa) η
Ga -2.039915(13) -2.0392(2) 0.7(2) 1.3(4)
Ge -3.744443(94) -3.7429(3) 1.5(3) 1.9(4)
As -6.165911(24) -6.1637(2) 2.2(2) 2.2(2)
Se -9.300373(95) -9.2966(1) 3.8(1) 2.47(9)
Br -13.31830(30) -13.3138(1) 4.5(3) 2.3(2)
Kr -18.47259(27) -18.4680(1) 4.6(3) 1.9(1)
Table 19: DMC total energies [Ha] of selected
ccECP[He] 1st-row elements with single-reference
and multi-reference trial wave functions.
Atom B C O N
DMC/HF -2.6056(2) -5.4050(2) -15.8697(2) -9.7551(2)
DMC/PBE -2.6053(2) -5.4055(2) -15.8663(3) -9.7545(2)
DMC/PBE0 -2.6053(2) -5.4044(2) -15.8697(3) -9.7545(2)
DMC/sCI(8) -2.61524(6) -5.41728(7) -15.8822(1) -9.76545(7)
DMC/sCI(8)J -2.61535(3) -5.41734(4) -15.8830(1) -9.76553(8)
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the fixed-node and localization errors for STU
(80(1)) and ccECP (78(1)) are the same within
deviations.
Table 20: Fixed-node DMC energies [Ha]
of the Fe atom with STU[Ne] ECP. τ =
(0.01, 0.005, 0.0025, 0.001) Ha−1 time step extrap-
olation was used. Corresponding VMC energy is
123.7270(4).
Timestep T-moves No T-moves
0.02 -123.7984(5) -123.7981(6)
0.01 -123.7883(5) -123.7885(5)
0.005 -123.7838(4) -123.7848(4)
0.0025 -123.7807(4) -123.7846(4)
0.001 -123.7776(6) -123.7837(6)
Extrap. -123.7777(8) -123.7830(6)
A summary of systematic errors of the fixed-
node DMC method is plotted in figure 1 for all
elements and core sizes considered in this work.
In figure 1a, we plotted the biases from the single
reference HF trial wave functions. Perhaps sur-
prisingly, some of the largest percentage errors ap-
pear for B and C atoms. However, biases for these
two elements and also for Be[He] are significantly
enhanced by the near-degeneracy effect between
2s, 2p levels. Such an effect is absent in the rest of
the plotted elements (we note that although seem-
ingly the same argument applies to the second
and third row levels such as 3s, 3p, etc, the corre-
sponding values there are very marginal, below ≈
0.5 mHa). Therefore for Be, B, and C we have car-
ried out calculations with two-configuration trial
functions27,28 and clearly the errors decrease by
several percents as shown in Fig. 1b. For Be,
the remaining small error of the order of 1% or
so, is generated solely by the localization approx-
imation as mentioned also above. It is interest-
ing that the largest relative error appears for V
atom. This reflects the large number of configu-
rations that mix with the ground state due to the
partial occupation of the d-shell as well as a sig-
nificant contribution from correlations of 3d and
semicore 3s, 3p subshells. Note that for Cr that is
the next element to V, the error rather abruptly
decreases by about one fifth when compared with
the V atom. This can be understood by much
smaller number of excitations that mix with the
high symmetry ground state due to the half-filled
d−shell, S total spatial angular momentum and
correspondingly higher accuracy of the HF wave
function due to high spin (septet) of the ground
state. Also quite remarkably, the percentage er-
ror does not grow with the increasing double oc-
cupancy of the d−shell where the main contribu-
tion to the correlation energy is from unlike spin
pairs. Since this is the domain of the Hubbard U
correlations we see that these many-body effects
are captured very well and quite consistently by
the FN-DMC method as has been known for quite
some time.29
The results are also consistent with previous
study on the extent and origins of fixed-node er-
rors in first- (C, N, O) vs second-row (Si, P, S)
systems.30 The graph shows that the fixed-node
errors for these elements are about 2-3 % and the
lowest bias of about 1.5% is found for the P atom.
In order to probe for improvement of the nodal
surfaces especially for significant correlation ef-
fects in transition elements, we have carried
out fixed-node DMC with trial functions that
included a large number of determinants from
selected-CI wave functions, see table 21. In this
case, the Jastrow factor has not been used since
the trial functions were very close to the exact
ones. We see a significant improvement that de-
creases the fixed-node errors to about 4% for
V and Fe, and about 5% for heavier transition
atoms. We conjecture that the remaining bias is
mainly in the semi-core 3s, 3p channels due to very
large electron density in that region.30
7 Kinetic energies
Besides the total energies, we are interested in
obtaining accurate kinetic energies for a couple of
reasons. One reason is that virial theorem does
not apply to ECPs due to the modified shape
of valence orbitals, absence of core states and
scalar relativity. Therefore, accurate kinetic en-
ergies are unknown. Another important point of
interest is that kinetic energy provides one pos-
sible measure of the degree of the electron den-
sity spatial extent/localization. This is relevant
in QMC calculations where the optimization of
the Jastrow factor can and typically changes the
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Figure 1: Fixed-node DMC biases as a percentage of the correlation energy for ccECP pseudoatoms:
100/|Ecorr|. T-moves were used in calculations. Part (a) shows results for single-reference trial func-
tions. In part (b), Be, B, and C are calculated with two-reference trial functions to account for the
significant 2s− 2p near-degeneracy. See the text for further details.
density. This can happen in the region close to
the nucleus but perhaps even more often in the
tail regions. The reason is that the optimized en-
ergy is not very sensitive to small changes in the
tails of the trial function and therefore the opti-
mization method can bias towards regions where
the variational gain is the most significant − this
is often the region at the largest electronic den-
sity. The resulting bias can affect calculations of
various quantities, in particular, dipole or higher
order moments. Values of kinetic energy that dif-
fer significantly from their accurate values provide
perhaps the simplest signal of possible bias in the
electronic density and imperfect optimization in
general.
The kinetic energy of an atom is given by the
following expression:
Ekin =
1
2
〈Ψ|∇2|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 , (6)
which was obtained from either CISD or FCI cal-
culations with estimations for the CBS limit. We
estimate the CBS limit energy as follows:
Ekin,CBS = Ekin,n + (Ekin,n − Ekin,n−1), (7)
with the corresponding error given by:
σ =
|Ekin,n − Ekin,n−1|
2
, (8)
where n is the largest cardinal number for which
the calculation was feasible. For TMs, n=5
whereas for all other elements n=6 was used to
calculate the CBS limit.
A summary of all calculated kinetic energies are
given tables 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26 which corre-
spond to 1st row ccECP[He], 2nd row ccECP[Ne],
2nd row ccECP[He], K-Zn ccECP[Ne], and Ga-
Kr ccECP[[Ar]3d10] elements, respectively. Fig-
ure 2 shows these kinetic energies as a ratio to
the magnitude of total energy with respect to
the number of valence electrons. Here for K-Zn
and 2nd row ccECP[He], semicore electrons were
not counted towards the number of valence elec-
trons. Having in mind that for AE cases without
relativity this ratio is 100% from the virial the-
orem, we see that ”small” core approximations
such as 2nd row with [He] core display a ratio of
(∼ 80%) whereas ”large” core cases such as 2nd
row with [Ne] core or 4p elements with [[Ar]3d10]
core exhibit much smaller ratios. The fact that
the kinetic to total energy ratio is smaller reflects
the smoother nature of pseudoelectronic densities.
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Table 21: Transition metal atoms ccECP[Ne] to-
tal energies [Ha] from the fixed-node DMC with
multi-reference wave functions. cc-pCVQZ basis
set without h functions was used. The CI ex-
pansions were truncated at the indicated tresh-
old with resulting number of determinants given
in millions (M). Natural orbitals were obtained
from a wave function with approximately 0.15M
determinants. No Jastrow factor was used in the
trial wave function. Timestep extrapolated with
t=0.02,0.01,0.005 Ha−1.
Atom Trunc. # Dets(M) DMC
Sc(2D)
1e-7 0.818 -46.551(1)
1e-8 1.834 -46.550(1)
Ti(3F)
1e-7 0.517 -58.081(2)
1e-8 1.041 -58.085(1)
V(4F)
1e-7 0.410 -71.419(1)
1e-8 0.796 -71.421(2)
Cr(7S)
1e-7 0.347 -86.618(2)
1e-8 0.883 -86.625(1)
Mn(6S)
1e-7 0.746 -103.863(2)
1e-8 1.328 -103.859(2)
Fe(5D)
1e-7 0.626 -123.353(3)
1e-8 1.455 -123.358(2)
Co(4F)
1e-7 0.703 -145.113(3)
1e-8 1.659 -145.115(4)
Ni(3F)
1e-7 0.456 -169.335(3)
1e-8 0.921 -169.345(2)
Cu(2S)
1e-7 0.634 -196.349(3)
1e-8 1.421 -196.353(3)
Zn(1S)
1e-7 0.528 -226.308(4)
1e-8 1.037 -226.320(3)
The ratios grow with the number of valence elec-
trons, with the exception of 4p elements where the
ratio mildly decreases.
Figure 2: Estimated kinetic energy of ccECP
pseudoatoms as a percentage of the total energy,
100Ekin/|Etotal|.
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Table 22: Atomic kinetic energies for Li-Ne el-
ements with ccECPs[He]. H and He have only
valence electrons and their nuclear Coulomb po-
tential is smoothed out and finite at the nucleus.
Atom Estimate(Ha) Ekin/|Etotal|(%)
H 0.498954(2) 99.7909(4)
He 2.8855(2) 99.372(7)
Li 0.07668014(2) 38.95304(1)
Be 0.39884(4) 39.480(4)
B 1.4292(3) 54.65(1)
C 3.568(1) 65.86(2)
N 6.975(1) 71.42(1)
O 12.036(2) 75.77(1)
F 18.882(2) 78.032(9)
Ne 28.342(2) 80.902(6)
We now give further details on kinetic energies
for each atom such as their values for each basis
and method. Tables 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31 give
these data for the 1st row, 2nd rows ([Ne] and [He]
cores), 3rd row main group and TMs respectively.
For comparison, BFD and STU kinetic energies
are also given for selected cases in tables 32 and
33 respectively.
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Table 23: Atomic kinetic energies for Na-Ar ele-
ments with ccECPs[Ne].
Atom Estimate(Ha) Ekin/|Etotal|(%)
Na 0.07503(1) 40.294(5)
Mg 0.26347(1) 31.995(2)
Al 0.7063(1) 36.454(5)
Si 1.4314(2) 38.048(5)
P 2.4931(3) 38.594(5)
S 3.9112(6) 38.735(6)
Cl 5.768(1) 38.642(7)
Ar 8.1392(8) 38.626(4)
Table 24: Atomic kinetic energies for Na-Ar ele-
ments with ccECPs[He].
Atom Estimate(Ha) Ekin/|Etotal|(%)
Na 36.754(2) 77.083(4)
Mg 48.790(2) 77.091(3)
Al 63.160(2) 77.606(2)
Si 79.719(2) 78.117(2)
P 98.693(3) 78.504(2)
S 120.013(3) 78.728(2)
Cl 144.513(4) 79.317(2)
Ar 171.379(5) 79.514(2)
Table 25: Atomic kinetic energies for K-Zn ele-
ments with ccECPs[Ne].
Atom State Estimate(Ha) Ekin/|Etotal|(%)
K (2S) 10.811(1) 38.266(4)
Ca (1S) 13.856(2) 37.725(5)
Sc (2D) 19.245(4) 41.336(9)
Ti (3F) 26.288(6) 45.25(1)
V (4F) 35.018(7) 49.02(1)
Cr (7S) 46.86(1) 54.09(1)
Mn (6S) 57.91(1) 55.74(1)
Fe (5D) 72.34(1) 58.628(8)
Co (4F) 88.83(1) 61.197(7)
Ni (3F) 107.50(1) 63.463(6)
Ni (3D) 109.15(1) 64.436(6)
Cu (2S) 130.70(1) 66.547(5)
Zn (1S) 150.62(1) 66.537(4)
Table 26: Atomic kinetic energies for Ga-Kr ele-
ments with ccECPs[[Ar]3d10].
Atom Estimate(Ha) Ekin/|Etotal|(%)
Ga 0.7683(1) 37.663(5)
Ge 1.4464(3) 38.628(8)
As 2.3812(5) 38.619(8)
Se 3.4086(9) 36.65(1)
Br 4.762(1) 35.755(8)
Kr 6.344(2) 34.34(1)
Note that for 2nd row ccECP[He] and K-Zn
ccECP[Ne], FCI calculations were not feasible due
to computational limitations and the kinetic en-
ergies here are less accurate and estimated from
CISD method only. Moreover, the kinetic energy
for TMs does not show a steady increase in kinetic
energy with respect to basis size as opposed to all
other cases.
8 Conclusions
There has been a number of accurate total en-
ergy studies for all-electron atoms using a va-
riety of methods such as coupled cluster, DMC
with multi-determinant nodes, FCI, etc (see ref-
erences31–34 for selected cases). However, rigor-
ous examinations of ECP total energies have been
rather sporadic and in many cases, only finite ba-
sis and limited accuracy methods were employed.
This has been a notable impediment for calcula-
tions since many large-scale, solid or bulk calcu-
lations employ ECPs/pseudopotentials, especially
if heavy atoms such as transition metals are in-
volved. The missing data on total energies often
prevented accurate assessments of methodologi-
cal errors and usually rather ad hoc estimations
or guesses were necessary. This work provided
benchmark data for ccECP atomic ground state
energies within current feasibility limits. Another
useful data we provide are values of kinetic ener-
gies for atomic ground states which can be rather
challenging to obtain and can be used to find bal-
anced QMC optimization of Jastrow factors as
mentioned in the text.
Additional information that can be inferred
from our results is that the correlation energies
for other ECP sets can be reasonably estimated
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Table 27: Atomic kinetic energies [Ha] for 1st-row elements with ccECPs[He].
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z 6Z CBS
H ROHF 0.49895288 0.49894527 0.49894533 0.49894996 0.498954(2)
He
RHF 2.84397485 2.84397376 2.84398211 2.84397542 2.84397523
CISD 2.85517271 2.87995550 2.88332835 2.88469493 2.88512740 2.8855(2)
Li ROHF 0.076680627 0.07668018 0.07668022 0.076680181 0.07668014(2)
Be
RHF 0.31533961 0.31534286 0.31534205 0.31534096 0.31534214
CISD 0.38682436 0.39675231 0.39818633 0.39868344 0.39876145 0.39884(4)
B
ROHF 1.31361995 1.31362337 1.31365191 1.31366755 1.31367889
CISD 1.41475226 1.42121447 1.42226631 1.42282848 1.42327868
FCI 1.41542613 1.42613533 1.42741371 1.42804145 1.42861308 1.4292(3)
C
ROHF 3.43460442 3.43464583 3.43469478 3.43466084 3.43467599
CISD 3.51446606 3.54800763 3.55362109 3.55425562 3.55599662
FCI 3.51956169 3.55773200 3.56349022 3.56417442 3.56611352 3.568(1)
N
ROHF 6.82755984 6.82752510 6.82741059 6.82745134 6.82750451
CISD 6.86959909 6.94167021 6.95467252 6.95730143 6.95942600
FCI 6.88381613 6.95493764 6.96746463 6.97040477 6.9725(*) 6.975(1)
O
ROHF 11.86001287 11.84968046 11.84346573 11.84347378 11.84298318
CISD 11.84499351 11.97842032 12.00181762 12.00916241 12.01384693
FCI 11.87194598 11.99674122 12.01967110 12.0270(*) 12.0317(*) 12.036(2)
F
ROHF 18.63401163 18.63769668 18.63809632 18.63895947 18.63905271
CISD 18.68695319 18.81672988 18.84119150 18.84876588 18.85314875
FCI 18.71829210 18.84140756 18.8659(*) 18.8735(*) 18.8779(*) 18.882(2)
Ne
RHF 28.04250304 28.04244770 28.04247300 28.04248372 28.04249187
CISD 28.08774862 28.22056329 28.28945965 28.30015252 28.30424228
FCI 28.13283740 28.25418488 28.3232(*) 28.3339(*) 28.3380(*) 28.342(2)
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Table 28: Atomic kinetic energies [Ha] for 2nd-row elements with ccECPs[Ne].
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z 6Z CBS
Na ROHF 0.08001484 0.07483061 0.07499744 0.07501148 0.07503(1)
Mg
RHF 0.23354968 0.23199509 0.23154500 0.23148284 0.23146504
CISD 0.26548027 0.26330003 0.26350512 0.26349267 0.26348253 0.26347(1)
Al
ROHF 0.64168827 0.64167743 0.64168290 0.64168910 0.64168131
CISD 0.68749744 0.69596529 0.69837653 0.69916991 0.69935058
FCI 0.69123162 0.70218438 0.70489160 0.70584552 0.70606484 0.7063(1)
Si
ROHF 1.32889986 1.32888774 1.32888978 1.32889540 1.32889407
CISD 1.38956331 1.40885143 1.41422020 1.41580059 1.41619499
FCI 1.39608258 1.42180762 1.42848773 1.43049000 1.43096281 1.4314(2)
P
ROHF 2.35490570 2.35488943 2.35490586 2.35489074 2.35490457
CISD 2.42502036 2.45836717 2.46828346 2.47067375 2.47122928
FCI 2.43225546 2.47652736 2.48959729 2.4920(*) 2.4926(*) 2.4931(3)
S
ROHF 3.70170888 3.70169773 3.70169403 3.70170464 3.70170733
CISD 3.78836533 3.84644311 3.86855090 3.87327501 3.87445746
FCI 3.80049093 3.87453937 3.90402435 3.9088(*) 3.9099(*) 3.9112(6)
Cl
ROHF 5.49577933 5.49575592 5.49575015 5.49577634 5.49575551
CISD 5.59949426 5.68340388 5.71935203 5.72725848 5.72926018
FCI 5.61423098 5.72022380 5.756(*) 5.764(*) 5.766(*) 5.768(1)
Ar
RHF 7.79589481 7.79588297 7.79588540 7.79591613 7.79591535
CISD 7.94994979 8.04531135 8.08362249 8.08991031 8.09141320
FCI 7.95712773 8.09128251 8.1298(*) 8.1361(*) 8.1376(*) 8.1392(8)
Table 29: Atomic kinetic energies [Ha] for 2nd-row elements with ccECPs[He].
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z 6Z CBS
Na
ROHF 36.52735270 36.52739440 36.52743838 36.52742986 36.52742810
CISD 36.56953299 36.71379735 36.73737044 36.74676260 36.75035870 36.754(2)
Mg
RHF 48.55338625 48.55353055 48.55339130 48.55339266 48.55340245
CISD 48.72768236 48.76011138 48.77236767 48.78169464 48.78598715 48.790(2)
Al
ROHF 62.89286874 62.89280073 62.89280702 62.89283654 62.89282393
CISD 63.02380551 63.11866699 63.14118867 63.15162101 63.15572758 63.160(2)
Si
ROHF 79.41354057 79.41348183 79.41348239 79.41349700 79.41352137
CISD 79.56620941 79.67089839 79.69816502 79.70944994 79.71415800 79.719(2)
P
ROHF 98.34763217 98.34753767 98.34753933 98.34759225 98.34755827
CISD 98.51183457 98.63625664 98.66838143 98.68140655 98.68736394 98.693(3)
S
ROHF 119.60871010 119.60860720 119.60862180 119.60862400 119.60863220
CISD 119.78764690 119.94479240 119.98412570 119.99970400 120.00652780 120.013(3)
Cl
ROHF 144.04650470 144.04640730 144.04646680 144.04651530 144.04644880
CISD 144.23591950 144.42986760 144.47702350 144.49546190 144.50401060 144.513(4)
Ar
RHF 170.85763380 170.85749050 170.85744570 170.85741190 170.85750780
CISD 171.05300540 171.28170890 171.33650040 171.35765650 171.36833040 171.379(5)
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Table 30: Atomic kinetic energies [Ha] for 3rd-row main group elements with ccECPs.
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z 6Z CBS
K
ROHF 10.47154301 10.47158948 10.47158031 10.47154409 10.47159990
CISD 10.67094386 10.77344574 10.80212489 10.80724403 10.80933057 10.811(1)
Ca
RHF 13.43105715 13.43103412 13.43104385 13.43103436 13.43105075
CISD 13.68784850 13.79155454 13.83898979 13.84842237 13.85206945 13.856(2)
Ga
ROHF 0.71679738 0.71676927 0.71677262 0.71676642 0.71676817
CISD 0.75466761 0.76103852 0.76303971 0.76348371 0.76374838
FCI 0.75756293 0.76513989 0.76717098 0.76768965 0.76797050 0.7683(1)
Ge
ROHF 1.37339649 1.37334859 1.37336153 1.37335122 1.37335037
CISD 1.41820149 1.43055699 1.43532158 1.43615947 1.43666937
FCI 1.42262827 1.43893601 1.44429242 1.44525212 1.44580907 1.4464(3)
As
ROHF 2.29918816 2.29920741 2.29918168 2.29919531 2.29918832
CISD 2.33822054 2.35625126 2.36544329 2.36747993 2.36837897
FCI 2.34192027 2.36650052 2.37734101 2.37938(*) 2.38029(*) 2.3812(5)
Se
ROHF 3.28128593 3.27960996 3.27917525 3.27916417 3.27922877
CISD 3.32638305 3.36556028 3.38069776 3.38490504 3.38664079
FCI 3.33284076 3.38208369 3.40089339 3.40512(*) 3.40687(*) 3.4086(9)
Br
ROHF 4.60151346 4.60075967 4.60066913 4.60063168 4.60067724
CISD 4.64604657 4.69903055 4.72921364 4.73656003 4.73921506
FCI 4.65339016 4.71876925 4.74907(*) 4.75645(*) 4.75912(*) 4.762(1)
Kr
RHF 6.15676334 6.15659795 6.15681251 6.15675523 6.15681101
CISD 6.21644385 6.27728282 6.31615384 6.32677745 6.33038286
FCI 6.22657483 6.28751(*) 6.32644(*) 6.33708(*) 6.34069(*) 6.344(2)
Table 31: Atomic kinetic energies [Ha] for 3rd-row transition elements with ccECPs[Ne].
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z CBS
Sc(2D)
ROHF 18.80346523 18.78640078 18.78741042 18.78732902
CISD 19.16893469 19.20560252 19.22999709 19.23748738 19.245(4)
Ti(3F)
ROHF 25.81869433 25.80176707 25.80148815 25.80150019
CISD 26.18810283 26.24652940 26.26481744 26.27662517 26.288(6)
V(4F)
ROHF 34.51635252 34.51291101 34.51252829 34.51286327
CISD 34.95023504 34.99154124 34.99093986 35.00445192 35.018(7)
Cr(7S)
ROHF 46.33993725 46.34630254 46.34615105 46.34601850
CISD 46.72814327 46.80257628 46.81694513 46.83905627 46.86(1)
Mn(6S)
ROHF 57.46801485 57.45933930 57.45978807 57.46063830
CISD 57.81481658 57.86338258 57.87035748 57.89245175 57.91(1)
Fe(5D)
ROHF 71.86877442 71.85519345 71.85621578 71.85688334
CISD 72.26058292 72.29101858 72.29048459 72.31381461 72.34(1)
Co(4F)
ROHF 88.31280079 88.30106436 88.30256578 88.30292478
CISD 88.76131163 88.78375033 88.77808627 88.80332118 88.83(1)
Ni(3F)
ROHF 106.96245720 106.95633820 106.95744030 106.95760360
CISD 107.44346010 107.46535590 107.45242090 107.47853430 107.50(1)
Ni(3D)
ROHF 108.52651190 108.53548250 108.53367060 108.53358710
CISD 109.08504570 109.12887140 109.10541660 109.12954280 109.15(1)
Cu(2S)
ROHF 130.03686440 130.06051990 130.05579090 130.05524400
CISD 130.60593380 130.69060660 130.65367980 130.67861210 130.70(1)
Zn(1S)
RHF 150.10030140 150.10180320 150.10161290 150.10164700
CISD 150.60155950 150.59559780 150.56314980 150.58996570 150.62(1)
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Table 32: BFD ECPs kinetic energies [Ha] for selected elements.
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z 6Z CBS
C
ROHF 3.31094880 3.31092724 3.31092662 3.31094673 3.31092544
CISD 3.39911868 3.43221091 3.43739710 3.43810930 3.43997560
FCI 3.40615656 3.44250954 3.44799573 3.44879783 3.45089922 3.453(1)
N
ROHF 6.75184307 6.75184179 6.75186129 6.75186395 6.75187214
CISD 6.80039239 6.87176435 6.88452081 6.88688084 6.88911504
FCI 6.81628005 6.88488882 6.89760719 6.90031892 6.902(*) 6.905(1)
O
ROHF 11.62185052 11.61188915 11.60608100 11.60616593 11.60556705
CISD 11.61322007 11.74923712 11.77187918 11.77912500 11.78416970
FCI 11.64339874 11.76677977 11.78973117 11.797(*) 11.802(*) 11.807(3)
Si
ROHF 1.29870572 1.29866559 1.29866289 1.29866534 1.29866035
CISD 1.36201200 1.38166840 1.38671361 1.38732416 1.38820510
FCI 1.36884674 1.39511485 1.40164648 1.40249072 1.40355470 1.4046(5)
Table 33: Atomic kinetic energies [Ha] for selected 3rd-row elements with STU[Ne] ECPs.
Atom Method DZ TZ QZ 5Z CBS
Fe(5D)
ROHF 72.70128681 72.70082006 72.70007282 72.70231110
CISD 73.07671018 73.12236748 73.12007337 73.14372524 73.17(1)
Co(4F)
ROHF 89.30299210 89.30248622 89.30181778 89.30452148
CISD 89.73355855 89.77189850 89.76383273 89.78985983 89.82(1)
Ni(3F)
ROHF 109.07509910 109.07453290 109.07381090 109.07612060
CISD 109.50465550 109.54197790 109.52843390 109.55567710 109.58(1)
within about 1% accuracy using the provided
data. As we explained before, ECP correlation
energy is a very mildly varying quantity provided
that the number of channels and semilocal form
are the same. Mild differences in correlation en-
ergies of different ECPs (of the order of 1%) can
be understood from the degree of smoothness in
the core region with a qualitative tendency of
slight increase if the resulting density in the core is
larger and being closer to a constant. This effect
is almost fully driven by the valence s-channel.
Our previous papers6,7 outline extended discus-
sions and examples of this behavior.
We believe this study will help to standardize
and make much more transparent the properties
of the newly constructed set of ccECP effective
Hamiltonians and also to stimulate further re-
search in this technically demanding but impor-
tant research area.
9 Supporting Information
See Supporting Information for further data out-
lined above and for more details. The previously
provided total and kinetic energies are listed there
also for D2h point group. In addition, we tab-
ulate single-reference FN-DMC energies for each
time step at various basis sizes. The data for two-
configuration FN-DMC for selected cases is pro-
vided as well. The input and output files for this
work are shared in Materials Data Facility.35
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